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Pollack's Rule - problematic
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- Complexity will increase
- Pollacks Rule - problematic
- Solution: Split processor into cores
- More cores - also problematic
Pollack’s Rule Inverted

![Graph showing Pollack's Rule Inverted]

- X-axis: Core count
- Y-axis: Speedup

The graph illustrates the relationship between core count and speedup for Pollack’s Rule Inverted.
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- hardware coherent
- inclusive
- last level shared
- size of last level greater than aggregate below
- exact tracking of sharers with 1 bit for each core

Intel i7 6950X processor with 25Mb L3 cache (1)
Mainstream cache implementation today

Cache implementation on Intel i7 CPU (2)
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Today we have typically..

- 64 Byte per cache line
- 4 cores
- 1 Bit per core for tracking
- overhead below 5%
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Lets assume..

- 64 Byte per cache line
- 1024 cores
- 1 Bit per core for tracking

This results in..

- 1024 bit (64 Byte) for tracking
- overhead of 50%

not acceptable!
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Let's assume..

- 64 Byte per cache line
- 1024 cores
- 32 Bits for tracking in total
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Let's assume..

- 64 Byte per cache line
- 1024 cores
- 32 Bits for tracking in total

This results in..

- overhead of 6.25%

and is acceptable.
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How it works..

- inclusive shared cache
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How it works..

- inclusive shared cache
- single level shared cache
- exact tracking for up to 32 sharers
- inexact tracking for more sharers

High traffic with more than 32 sharers (threads)
Scaling - inexact tracking of sharers

Traffic with inexact tracking of sharers (3)
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Advantages..

▶ tracking of subsequent clusters only
▶ access to memory stays transparent
▶ cache coherent
▶ software backwards compatibility
▶ invariable traffic

Disadvantages..

▶ higher latency between distant cores
Traffic with exact tracking of sharers (3)
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Figure 3. Storage overhead in shared caches.

Storage Overhead for multiple hierarchy levels (3)
Scaling - cache hierarchy: single-level shared

Shared and private caches with 2 levels
Scaling - cache hierarchy: two-level shared

Shared Cache (L3)

- tracking bits
- state
- tag
- block data

~1 bit per clust
~2 bits
~64 bits
~512 bits

Cluster 0
Cluster 1
Cluster n

Shared and private caches with 3 levels
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Scaling - cache hierarchy: two-level shared

Shared and private caches with 3 levels
Mainstream processor: i7 6700K..

- 4 cores
- one-level hierarchy
- 256 KiB per L2
- 8 times of aggregate
- \(1.75 \times 10^9\) transistors
Scaling - cache memory in transistors

**Let's assume..**

- 1024 cores
- *two-level* hierarchy
- 6 transistors per flip-flop
- 256 KiB per L1
- 8 times of aggregate

...This results in...

- 32 cores per cluster
- 32 cluster
- L2 with 256 KiB \(\times 32\) cores \(\times 8 = 64\) MiB
- L3 with 64 MiB \(\times 32\) clusters \(\times 8 = 16\) GiB

824 × 10^9 transistors
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Let's assume..

- 1024 cores
- two-level hierarchy
- 6 transistors per flip-flop
- 256 KiB per L1
- 8 times of aggregate

This results in..

- 32 cores per cluster
- 32 cluster
- L2 with $256\text{KiB} \times 32\text{cores} \times 8 = 64\text{ MiB}$
- L3 with $64\text{MiB} \times 32\text{clusters} \times 8 = 16\text{ GiB}$
- $824 \times 10^9$ transistors
Figure 4. Likelihood a shared cache miss triggers a recall.
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